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ONE MAN'S OPINIONS
BYN. D.COCHRAN

- They'll All Admit It The Daily
News says: "Chicago wants for
mayor next April a good man who
has cut his eyeteeth."

If that's all, then it ought to be
easy. There isn't a candidate whose
name has been mentioned who won't
admit that he is a good man and
that he has cut both his eye and his
wisdom teeth.

It is very easy to get a candidate
to admit that he is good. All of us
men are good if you let us tell. The
trouble is that we can't always make
other folks believe it A man is in
luck if he can make one women be-

lieve it if the one woman is his wife.
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Who's Afraid? I don't know why
the learned judges refused State's At-
torney Hoyne a special grand jury to
investigate taxdodgers; but then
there are many things about the
learned legal mind that we common
mortals can't understand.

Surely the expense involved can't
be the reason, for if Hoyne's inves-
tigation should result in putting mil-
lions of hidden property on the tax
books the county would profit and
the expense would be a good invest-
ment.

It can't be on the ground of pub-
lic opinion for every honest man
must admit that it isn't good public
policy to grant special privileges in
the matter of taxation, qf to do else
than treat all citizens alike; and sure-
ly the judges would favor equal
rights for all and special privileges to
none.

Enough evidence has been sub-
mitted by the state's attorney to in-
dicate that there have been whole-
sale frauds in listing property for
taxation and in cancelling listings.
It has not appeared just who is to

' blame. It is important for the peo-
ple to know whether it is the'

themselves who have secured
exemption by corrupting tax officials,.
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or whether a business has been made
of tax exemption by tax officials, or
even lawyers with a pull.

However, sin.ce the judges have
unanimously decided that it isn't de-

sirable to have an investigation by a
special grand jury, the only thing left
for Hoyne is to do the best he can
with the tools he has.

A few important indictments by the
regular grand jury, and convictions to
follow may cause the learned judges
to see a light and change their minds.

LETTERSTOEDITOR
THE MALE STRAP HANGER AND

THE WEIGLE CASE
EdTtor Day Book I have read

with considerable interest the Weigle
case now being given so much noto-
riety and am anxiously awaiting de-

velopments which I hope will result
in the man in the case being pun-

ished if it can be proven beyond a
doubt that he is guilty. But if he
gets a trial by jury and that jury has
a few men on it who have had to
'ride crowded cars and trains I am
sure that he will be acquitted, for
they can realize the one hundred and
one chances a girl might have to
imagine herself insulted when she is
crowded in with a mass of other un-

fortunates on a street car or train.
Since the papers have taken the

matter up with such gusto it is plac-
ing the young women in such a
frame of mind that they will soon
be suing the weather man for breach
of promise if the wind happens to
lift the skirts a little above the mark
set by fashion. The thoughts of the
horrible indignities one of their
number has suffered will be upper-
most in the minds of most of the
members of the fairer sex and little
incidents that would not have been
given a passing thought before will
now assume titanic proportions.

I have been strap-hangi- in the
street cars many times when it was
absolutely impossible to keep my
knees. from coming in contact with
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